
Discover the Profound Insights of Leo
Tolstoy's 'What Is Art?'

Leo Tolstoy, one of the greatest novelists in history, was not only a master of
literary works but also an insightful philosopher. His work 'What Is Art?' dives
deep into the essence of art, challenging conventional beliefs and offering a
thought-provoking perspective. In this study guide, we will explore Tolstoy's ideas,
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the context behind his writings, and the implications of his philosophical
arguments.

Chapter 1: Unveiling the Purpose of Art

The first chapter of 'What Is Art?' sets the foundation for Tolstoy's exploration by
examining the fundamental purpose of art. Tolstoy contends that true art serves
to evoke a shared emotional response in its audience, not merely a display of
technical skill or aesthetics. Through rich examples and thought experiments, he
challenges prevailing notions of what art should be, leaving readers questioning
their own perceptions.
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Chapter 2: The Relationship between Art and the Audience

Tolstoy delves deeper into the connection between art and its audience in this
chapter. He argues that art should bridge the gap between the artist and the
masses, rather than catering exclusively to the elite or intellectual. He highlights
the importance of genuine emotional communication in art and advocates for a
departure from elitist notions that restrict the accessibility of artistic experiences.

Chapter 3: The Criteria for Judging Art
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Here, Tolstoy provides a comprehensive framework for evaluating art. Drawing on
his previous arguments, he outlines principles that prioritize the expression of
human emotion and the transmission of important moral values. Through this
lens, he challenges prevailing aesthetic standards, calling for a shift in focus
towards art that resonates deeply with the human spirit.

Chapter 4: The Role of Artists in Society

Tolstoy dedicated an entire chapter to the role of artists in society, emphasizing
their responsibility to create meaningful and impactful works. He argues that
artists should not merely pursue self-expression but also consider the well-being
and development of society as a whole. Tolstoy's ideas on art and its societal
implications remain highly relevant in contemporary debates surrounding the role
of artists.

Chapter 5: The Value of Artistic Expression

In the final chapter, Tolstoy focuses on the value of artistic expression beyond its
intrinsic qualities. He highlights how art can shape and influence society, inspiring
positive change and fostering empathy. Tolstoy's exploration of art's societal
impact urges readers to contemplate the transformative power of art and its
potential contributions to moral and social progress.

Leo Tolstoy's 'What Is Art?' is a captivating exploration of the nature and purpose
of art. By challenging conventional views and presenting novel perspectives,
Tolstoy encourages readers to critically analyze their own understanding of art.
Whether you are an enthusiast or a student of literature, this study guide provides
an invaluable resource to delve deeper into Tolstoy's philosophical insights,
ultimately enriching your appreciation of art and its profound implications.



So, grab a copy of Tolstoy's 'What Is Art?' and embark on a journey of intellectual
discovery that will reshape your perception of the artistic world.
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Course Hero Study Guides:Get Unstuck!

You've read the book, but you don't understand the symbolism. You've been to
every class, but it's 2 a.m. and your essay is due at 9:00. Your midterm is Friday
and you need a boost.

We've been there. We know what it's like to study, work, have a life, do your best,
and still need help. Course Hero Study Guides untie the knots. You do the work--
we give you the tools to make every minute count. We help you get unstuck.

Course Hero Study Guide for What Is Art? includes:

An infographic depicting the plot and main characters

A chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis

Key quotes
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unique pattern will allow you...
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Skills and Boost Your Career
In today's competitive business landscape, having strong marketing skills
can be the key differentiator that can propel your career forward. Whether
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Live performances have always been a captivating form of entertainment.
From theatrical plays to music concerts, the energy and connection
between performers and...
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Are you ready to dive into the exciting world of algebra? If you're aged
10-11 and looking to sharpen your mathematical skills, CGP KS2
Practice Learn is here...
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London's Underground has witnessed a unique transformation in recent
years, and it's all thanks to the inspiring duo known as All On The
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